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Abstract 

In this paper we introduce and study the new class of functions called fuzzy contra ݃כsemi-continuous and 
almost fuzzy contra ݃כsemi-continuous mappings on fuzzy topological spaces. We investigate some of their 
properties. Also we provide the relation between fuzzy contra ݃כsemi-continuous mappings and fuzzy almost contra 
 .semi-continuous mappingsכ݃

Key words: Fuzzy topology, fuzzy generalized closed set, fuzzy ݃ݏכ-closed set, fuzzy contra semi-continuous 
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1. Introduction 

            The fuzzy semi-open and fuzzy semi-continuous mappings were introduced and 

generalized by Bin Shahana [4]. N. Levine [9] introduced the concepts of generalized closed sets 

in general topology in the year 1970. T. Fukutake, R.K. Saraf, M. Caldas and S. Mishra [6] 

introduced the notation of generalized semi-closed sets in fuzzy topological space. S. S. 

Benchalli and G. P. Siddapur [3] introduced and investigate ݃ݏכ-continuous maps in fuzzy 

topological spaces. In 2011, P.G. Patil T.D. Rayanagoudar and Mahesh K. Bhat [13] introduced 

and studied the concepts of contra ݃ݏכ-continuous  and almost contra ݃ݏכ-continuous mappings 

in general topological spaces. 

 In this paper we introduce and study the new class of mappings called fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-

continuous and fuzzy almost contra ݃ݏכ-continuous functions in fuzzy topological spaces. Also 

we define the relation between of fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ -continuous and fuzzy almost contra ݃ݏכ-

continuous spaces and study some of their properties. 

2.  Preliminaries  

Let  ܺbe a non empty set. A collection  ߬of fuzzy sets in  ܺis called a fuzzy topology on  ܺif 

the whole fuzzy set 1 and the empty fuzzy set 0 is the members of  ߬and  ߬is closed with respect 

to any union and finite intersection. The members of  ߬ are called fuzzy open sets and the 

complement of a fuzzy open set is called fuzzy closed set. The closure of a fuzzy set ߣ (denoted 
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by ሺߣሻ ) is the intersection of all fuzzy closed which contains ߣ�. The interior of a fuzzy set 

 in  ܺis fuzzy ߣ A fuzzy set .ߣ ሻሻ is the union of all fuzzy open subsets ofߣሺݐ݊݅ denoted by) ߣ

open (resp. fuzzy closed) if and only  ݅݊ݐሺߣሻൌߣ (resp. ݈ܿሺߣሻൌߣሻǤ 

Definition 2.1: Let ሺܺǡ߬ሻ be a fuzzy topological space. A fuzzy set ߣ  in the space  ܺis 

called:  

(i) semi-open fuzzy set  [1] if ߣ݈ܿ൫݅݊ ൫ܿݐ݊݅ ሻ൯ and semi-closed fuzzy set ifߣሺݐ ሺ݈ߣሻ൯ߣǤ 

(ii) pre-open fuzzy set [4] ifߣ�݅݊ݐ൫ܿ ሺ݈ߣሻ൯ and pre-closed fuzzy set if ݈ܿ൫݅݊  Ǥߣሻ൯ߣሺݐ

(iii) semi-preopen fuzzy set [13] (=ߚ set )  if ߣ݈ܿሺ݅݊ ൫ܿݐ ሺ݈ߣሻ൯ሻ�and semi-preclosed fuzzy set 

if ݅݊ݐቀܿ ൫݈݊݅  Ǥߣሻ൯ቁߣሺݐ

(iv) regular open fuzzy set [1] ifߣൌ݅݊ݐሺܿ ሺ݈ߣሻሻ and  regular closed fuzzy set if ߣൌ

݈ܿ൫݅݊   ሻ൯Ǥߣሺݐ

             The semi-closure (resp. pre-closure, semi-preopen ) of a fuzzy set ߣ in fuzzy topological 

space ሺܺǡ߬ሻ is intersection of all semi-closed (resp. pre-closed, semi-preclosed) fuzzy sets in 

 ܺcontaining ߣ and is denoted by s݈ܿሺߣሻ (resp. ܿ ሺ݈ߣሻǡܿݏ ሺ݈ߣሻ ).  

Definition 2.2: Let ሺܺǡ߬ሻ be a fuzzy topological space. A fuzzy set ߣ  in the space  ܺis 

called:  

(i) generalized closed fuzzy set ( -݃closed) fuzzy set [2] if ݈ܿሺߣሻߟ whenever ߣߟ and ߟ 

is open fuzzy set inሺܺǡ߬ሻǤ 

(ii) generalized semi-closed fuzzy set (  whenever ߟሻߣclosed) fuzzy set [2] if s݈ܿሺ-ݏ݃

 is open fuzzy set inሺܺǡ߬ሻǤ ߟ and ߟߣ

(iii) ݃כ- closed fuzzy set ( ݃- is ߟ and ߟߣ whenever ߟሻߣclosed) fuzzy set [8] if ݈ܿሺ-כ݃

open fuzzy set inሺܺǡ߬ሻǤ 

(iv) ݃כ-semiclosed fuzzy set ( ݏܿ closed) fuzzy set [11] if-ݏכ݃ ሺ݈ߣሻߟ whenever ߣߟ and ߟ 

is -݃open fuzzy set inሺܺǡ߬ሻǤ 

    The complement of -݃closed (resp. ݃ݏ-closed, ݃כ-closed and ݃ݏכ-closed) fuzzy sets 

are called fuzzy -݃open (resp. ݃-open,�݃כ-open and ݃ݏכ-open) sets in fuzzy topological 

spaces.   
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Definition 2.3: A fuzzy topological space ( ǡܺ߬) is called ܶ
 closed-ݏכ݃ space [6] if every- כ

fuzzy set is a closed fuzzy set in .ܺ  

Definition 2.4: A function  ݂from a fuzzy topological space ( ǡܺ߬) to fuzzy topological space 

ሺܻǡߪሻ is called: 

(i) fuzzy-contra continuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy closed in  ܺfor every fuzzy open set ߣ of 

 ܻ[5]. 

(ii) fuzzy contra semicontinuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy semiclosed in  ܺfor every fuzzy open 

set ߣ of  ܻ[8]. 

(iii) fuzzy -݃continuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy -݃closed in  ܺfor every fuzzy closed set ߣ of  

 ܻ[2]. 

(iv) fuzzy ݃ݏ- continuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy ݃ݏ-closed in  ܺfor every fuzzy closed set ߣ 

of  ܻ[2]. 

(v) fuzzy ݃כ- continuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy ݃כ-open in  ܺfor every fuzzy open set ߣ of  ܻ

[8]. 

(vi) fuzzy ݃ݏכ-continuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy ݃ݏכ -open in  ܺfor every fuzzy open set ߣ of 

 ܻ[]. 

(vii) fuzzy almost continuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy open in  ܺfor every fuzzy regular open set 

 .of  ܻ[1] ߣ

3. Fuzzy Contra ࢙כࢍ-Continuous Functions 

Definition 3.1.  A function ǣ݂ܺ ՜  ܻis called fuzzy contra ࢙כࢍ-continuous if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy 
 in Ǥܻ ߣ closed set in  ܺfor every open set-ݏכ݃

Theorem 3.2. Every fuzzy contra continuous function is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous function. . 

Proof: It follows from the fact that every fuzzy closed set is ݃ݏכ-closed set.[]  

 The converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen from the following example.  

Example 3.3: Let  ܺ= { =ଶሽǡܻݔଵǡݔ {  be a fuzzy set in  ܺand  ܻdefined as ߤ�ǡ�andߣ�{ଶݕଵǡݕ

ଵሻൌ0ݔሺߣ . 4 =0.7. Let τ = (ଶݕ)ߤ ,0.3 = (ଵݕ)ߤ,ଶሻൌͲǤݔሺߣ, { 0 {1,ߣ�,  an d  τ'=  be {1, ߤ�,0}

fuzzy topologies on sets  ܺand  ܻrespectively. The map�݂ǣሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺܻǡ߬ᇱሻ defined as�݂ሺݔሻൌ

 .continuous map but not fuzzy contra continuous-ݏכ݃ ǡ݅ൌͳǡʹ is fuzzy contraݕ
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Theorem 3.4. Every fuzzy contra semi-continuous mapping is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous 

function. 

Proof. Straight forward and follows from the definitions. 

 The converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen from Example 3.3.   

Theorem 3.5. If a function ǣ݂ሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺ�ܻǡߪሻ is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ –continuous and ሺܺǡ߬ሻ is 

fuzzy  ܶ
 .space, than  ݂is fuzzy contra continuous-כ

Proof. Let ߣ be open fuzzy set in Ǥܻ�Then ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ-closed fuzzy set in .ܺ Since  ܺis fuzzy 

ܶ
    .ሻ is closed fuzzy set in .ܺ Thus  ݂is fuzzy contra continuous functionߣspace. ݂ିଵሺ- כ

Theorem 3.6. If a function ǣ݂ሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺ�ܻǡߪሻ is fuzzy contra semi-continuous and ሺܺǡ߬ሻ is 

fuzzy  ܶ
 .continuous-ݏכ݃ space, than  ݂is fuzzy contra-כ

Proof. Let ߣ be open fuzzy set in Ǥܻ�Then ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is semi-closed fuzzy set in .ܺ Since  ܺis 

fuzzy ܶ
 continuous-ݏכ݃ closed fuzzy set in .ܺ Thus  ݂is fuzzy contra-ݏכ݃ ሻ isߣspace. ݂ିଵሺ- כ

function.    

Theorem 3.7. If a function ǣ݂ሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺ�ܻǡߪሻ is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ –continuous and ሺܺǡ߬ሻ is 

fuzzy  ܶ
  .space, than  ݂is fuzzy contra semi-continuous-כ

Proof. Let ߣ be open fuzzy set in Ǥܻ�Then ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ-closed fuzzy set in .ܺ Since  ܺis fuzzy 

ܶ
 .ሻ is closed fuzzy set in .ܺ And every closed fuzzy set is semi-closed fuzzy setߣspace. ݂ିଵሺ- כ

Thus  ݂is fuzzy contra semi-continuous function.    

Theorem 3.8. Let ( ǡܺ߬ሻ and ( ǡܻߪሻ be two fuzzy topological spaces. The following statement are 

equivalent for a function ǣ݂ܺ ՜ .ܻ 

1.  ݂is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ- continuous. 

2. ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ-open fuzzy set in  ܺfor each closed fuzzy set ߣ in Ǥܻ 

3. for each אݔ  ܺand each closed fuzzy set ߣ in Y containing ሺ݂ݔሻ. there exist a ݃ݏכ-open 

fuzzy set ߟ in  ܺcontaining ݔ such that ሺ݂ߟሻߣǤ 

4. for each אݔ  ܺand open fuzzy set ߤ in  ܻnon-containing ሺ݂ݔሻ, there exists a ݃ݏכ-closed 

fuzzy set ߴ in  ܺnon-containing ݔ such that ݂ିଵሺߤሻ  Ǥߴ

Proof. (1)֜ሺʹሻǤ Let ߣ be a closed fuzzy set in ( ǡܻߪሻǤ  Then 1-ߣ� is fuzzy open. By (1), ݂ିଵሺͳെ

 open fuzzy set in Ǥܺ– ݏכ݃ ሻ isߣclosed fuzzy set in Ǥܺ So ݂ିଵሺ-ݏכ݃ ሻ isߣሻൌͳെ݂ିଵሺߣ

(2)�֜ ሺͳሻǤ proof as above. 
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(2)�֜ ሺ͵ሻǤ Let ߣ be any closed fuzzy set in  ܻcontaining ሺ݂ݔሻ. By (2). ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ-open fuzzy 

set in ሺܺǡ߬ሻ and ି݂אݔଵሺߣሻǤ Take ߟൌ݂ିଵሺߣሻ. Then ሺ݂ߟሻߣǤ 

(3)�֜ ሺʹሻ. Let ߣ be a closed fuzzy set in  ܻand ି݂אݔଵሺߣሻǤ From (3), there exists a ݃ݏכ-open 

fuzzy set ߟ in  ܺcontaining ݔ such that  ߟ݂ିଵሺߣሻǤ We have ݂ିଵሺߣሻ = ௫אషభሺఒሻ ߟ. Thus 

݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ-open fuzzy set in ( ǡܺ߬ሻǤ 

(3)�֜ ሺͶሻǤ Let ߤ be any open fuzzy set in  ܻnon-containing ሺ݂ݔሻǤ�Then 1-ߤ is a closed fuzzy set 

containing ሺ݂ݔሻǤ By (3) there exists a ݃ݏכ-open fuzzy set ߟ in  ܺcontaining ݔ such that ሺ݂ߟሻ

ͳെߤǤ Hence ߟ݂ିଵሺͳെߤሻͳെ݂ିଵሺߤሻ and then ݂ିଵሺߤሻͳെߟǤ Take ߴൌͳെߟǤ We 

obtain that  ߴ is a ݃ݏכ-closed fuzzy set in  ܺnon-containing ݔǤ 

The converse can be shown easily. 

Definition 3 .9 .  A f u n c t i o n  ǣ݂ሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺ�ܻǡߪሻis called F uzz y  Co ntra   irresolute–�࢙כࢍ 

if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ-closed fuzzy set in  ܺfor every ݃ݏכ-open fuzzy set ߣ in Ǥܻ  

Theorem 3.10. A f u n c t i o n  ǣ݂ሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺ�ܻǡߪሻis fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous if and only if 

݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ-open fuzzy set in  ܺfor every ݃ݏכ-closed fuzzy set ߣ in Ǥܻ  

Theorem 3.11. Every fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-irresolute mapping is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous. 

Proof. Let ǣ݂ܺ ՜  ܻis fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-irresolute function. Let ߣ be a fuzzy open set in Ǥܻ 

Then ߣ is ݃ݏכ-open fuzzy set in Ǥܻ Since  ݂is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-irresolute. ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is ݃ݏכ- 

fuzzy closed set in Ǥܺ�Hence  ݂is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous function.  

Theorem 3.13. Let ǣ݂ܺ ՜ ,ܻ ǣܻ݃ ՜  ܼbe two functions then 

(i) ݂݃ǣܺ ՜  ܼis fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous, if   ݂is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous 

and  ݃are fuzzy continuous. 

(ii) ݂݃ǣܺ ՜  ܼis fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous if  ݂is fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-irresolute and 

 ݃is fuzzy ݃ݏכ-continuous. 

 

4. Fuzzy Almost Contra࢙כࢍ�-Continuous Function 

 De f i n i t ion  4 .1 .  A  f u n c t i o n  ǣ݂ሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺ�ܻǡߪሻis called Fuzzy  a lmo s t  co ntra  

  in Ǥܻ ߣ closed set in  ܺfor every regular open set-ݏכ݃ ሻ is fuzzyߣContinuous  if ݂ିଵሺ–�࢙כࢍ

Theorem 4.2. Every fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous function is fuzzy almost contra ݃ݏכ-

continuous. 
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Proof. Since every regular fuzzy open set is open fuzzy set, such that every fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-

continuous mappings is fuzzy almost contra ݃ݏכ-continuous. 

The converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen from the following example. 

Example 4.3: Let  ܺ= { =ଶሽǡܻݔଵǡݔ {  be a fuzzy set in  ܺand  ܻdefined as ߤ�ǡ�andߣ�{ଶݕଵǡݕ

ଵሻൌ0ݔሺߣ . 3 =0.4. Let τ = (ଶݕ)ߤ ,0.3 = (ଵݕ)ߤ,ଶሻൌͲǤͷݔሺߣ, { 0 {1,ߣ�,  an d  τ'=  be {1, ߤ�,0}

fuzzy topologies on sets  ܺand  ܻrespectively. The map�݂ǣሺܺǡ߬ሻ՜ሺܻǡ߬ᇱሻ defined as�݂ሺݔሻൌ

  .continuous-ݏכ݃ continuous map but not fuzzy contra-ݏכ݃ ǡ݅ൌͳǡʹ is fuzzy almost contraݕ

Definition 4.4. A function ǣ݂ܺ ՜  ܻis said to be fuzzy regular set connected [] if ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is 

fuzzy clopen in  ܺfor every fuzzy regular open set ߣ of Ǥܻ   

Theorem 4.5. If a function ǣ݂ܺ ՜  ܻis fuzzy almost contra ݃ݏכ-continuous and almost 

continuous, then  ݂is fuzzy regular set connected. 

Proof. Let ߣ be a fuzzy regular open set in ( ǡܻߪሻ. Since  ݂is fuzzy almost contra ݃ݏכ-

continuous and fuzzy almost continuous, ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy ݃ݏכ-closed and open. Hence ݂ିଵሺߣሻ 

is fuzzy clopen. Therefore  ݂is fuzzy regular set connected.  

Definition 4.6. A fuzzy topological spaces ( ǡܺ߬ሻ is called fuzzy ݃ݏכ-connected if  ܺcannot be 

written as the disjoint union of two non-empty fuzzy ݃ݏכ-open sets. 

Theorem 4.7. Let ( ǡܺ߬ሻ and ( ǡܻߪሻ be two fuzzy topological spaces. The following statement are 

equivalent for a function ǣ݂ܺ ՜ .ܻ 

1.  ݂is fuzzy almost contra ݃ݏכ- continuous. 

2. ݂ିଵሺߣሻ is fuzzy ݃ݏכ-open set in  ܺfor every regular closed set ߣ in Ǥܻ 

3. for each אݔ  ܺand each fuzzy regular closed set ߣ in Y containing ሺ݂ݔሻ. there exist a 

fuzzy ݃ݏכ-open set ߟ in  ܺcontaining ݔ such that ሺ݂ߟሻߣǤ 

4. for each אݔ  ܺand fuzzy regular open set ߤ in  ܻnon-containing ሺ݂ݔሻ, there exists a 

fuzzy ݃ݏכ-closed set ߴ in  ܺnon-containing ݔ such that ݂ିଵሺߤሻ  Ǥߴ

Proof. As theorem 3.8. 

Theorem 4.8: Let ܺ ǡܻand ܼ  be fuzzy topological spaces and let ݂ :ܺ՜  ܻand ǣܻ݃ ՜  ܼbe maps. If  ݂is 

fuzzy contra ݃ݏכ-continuous and  ݃is fuzzy almost continuous then ݂݃ǣܺ ՜  ܼis fuzzy almost 

contra  ݃ݏכ-continuous. 
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